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The primary aim of this dissertation is to survey the subject o f asymptotics 
of genera! orthogonal and orthonormal polynomials for different measures on 
the unit circle and [ - 1 , 1 ] with particular emphasis on recent developments 
in the theory o f non--Ssego asymptotics. Although the classicial S «^*go theory 
for weights on the unit circle and real line is well developed, a corresponding 
theory for more general weights is far from complete.
Ratio, weak, uniform and comparative results of Nevai, M&t4, Totik, Rakhmanov 
and Looes are stated, proved and compared. A nalogues are alno constantly 
drawn to the classical theory and open research problems are raised.
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• c
iynomials. The origins of the subject can be traced back to the investi­
gation Ot certain types of continued fractions bearing the names ot Gauss, 
Jacobi, Christoffel and Stieltjies. Notwithstanding this historic relationship,
orthogonal polynomials soon acquired their own perspective and re pectabil-
. .  ■ ■ity. Historically, certain classes of orthogonal polynomials were first dis- 
covered and then studied. In this connection, we mention names such as 
Legendre, Hermite, Chebyshev and Lagurre. These classes were found to 
hnve wide applications in areas such an Pad6  approximation, continued frac- 
tions, numerical analysis, scattering theory, nuclear and solid state physics.
digital signal processing and electrical engineering.
Orthogonal polynomials have been found to yield very important connections 
with special and baaic hyper geometric functions. These contributions have 
been made bv many researchers, including Al-Salam, Allaway, Andrews, 
/  skey and Foata. Mathematicians also began to study general systems of 
orthogonal polynomials for more general classes of weights. Directions that 
have been found here include counterexamples to Stekiov's conjecture, Cesaro 
boundedness of orthogonal polynomials in tbe Szego’s class, extensions of 
the Freudian conjectures and exponential weights, matrix valued orthogonal 
polynomials and Toerlitz matricies, non Szegd asymptotics. It is to the 
latter, that we now turn our attention.
One of the major areas in the study of orthogonal polynomials is their be­
haviour as the degree of the polynomial is allowed to become very large. It 
transpired that this behaviour or as it is most commonly known, asymptotic 
behaviour, was first investigated by Szegd in the early 1920’s. In a series of
papers starting in 1015 he developed asymptotics for general orthogonal poly- 
nomials that satisfied a certain strong integrability condition known today, 
Szego’s criterion. This theory, which describes the asymptotics of orthog­
onal polynomials on the unit circle and [ - 1 , 1 ] is very much complete and 
gives us a very good description of the asymptotic behaviour of orthogonal 
polynomials in this setting.
In recent years, attempts have been made to try and develop a complete 
theory for more general weights, that is non Szego asymptotics. Most of the 
ideas, and research in this area originates with Paul Nevai and his collabo­
rators with major contributions from E.A. Rakhmanov and Lopes. It is the 
purpose of this dissertation to these recent developments.
Chapters one and two provide a solid framework for our study introducing or­
thogonal polynomials for sigma finite IW el measures and the classical Szego 
theory. Chapter three extends the well known asymptotic lim ,,^^  =
t  to measures satisfying Erdos, Turan type conditions. The proofs of this 
result were given independently by Nevai et al and Rakhmanov with gener- 
alizations by Lopez.
Comparative and uniform asymptotics are then introduced with results on 
and off the unit circle stated and proved in the settings of Nevai et al ard 
Rakhmanov.
We then consider the natural transition to (—1,1]. The famous classical 
asymptotic formula of Szego is considered. We give the proof of the weaker 
ratio form for non Szegd weights found first by Rakhmanov and simplified 
by Nevai et al with generalizations by Lopez. We state its extended 
in the complex plane found by Nevai et al using the ideas of the recurrence 
relations of the orthogonal polynomials as well as considering the very recent
strong asymptotic form of the above for exponential weights due to Lubinsky

C h apter 1
tieii o f
Notation
Throughout p n(dfi,g) will mean the orthonormal polynomial o f degree n 
with respect to the measure d/i. We will write <pn(x) to mean <pn(dn,g). irH 
will mean a polynomial c f  degree < n, and “mean E* will mean the linear 
Lehesgue measure of a set E. R  will denote the real numbers, C the complex 
numbers, N  the natural numbers and r — { * :  \z\ =  l }  the unit circle. If 
P(z)  =  bjg* then by T [z)  we mean 5,**. We also introduce j  and
O notation. Given two sequences (a , -aid (6n) we say that an =  o(bn) if
lunn  -*oo
such that an <  Cbn as n
=  0 and an =  0 (b n) if there exists an absolute constant C
oo. Finally "condition” a.e. (measure) will
mean tl»at the condition holds except on a set of zero measure with respect
to that measure.
Definition 1.1
Let J 5 C C . Denote by B(E)  the set of all Borel sets on E, that is the sigma 
algebra containing all compact K  C E. A set function p: 3 (E )  - »  [0, oo) 
will be called a Borel meacure on E  if it is countabiy additive. A set function 
n: B (C ) —» [0 , oo) will be called a sigma finite Borel measure if for each 
compact K  C C , /i restricted to K  is a Borel measure on K .  We say that n 
has all moments finite, if
f  |«|} dn(t) <  oo, j  =  0 , 1 , 2 .........J C
The support of n denoted suppn will be {*  : n(S  n K )  >  0 } for all open sets
S such that * € S.
Theorem 1.2 (Existence and
L*t dfi be a sigma finite Borel measure with all moments finite. Further let 
aupp(dn) be infinite. Ia this case, d» will always be called a distribution. 
Then there exists polynomials
*>»(*) =  7 „* n +  . . . ,  l n > 0
and of full degree n such that
L  =  K m  S,J c f t m — n
Moreover, the <pn are uniquely determined for each n >  0.
Proof: Assume n > 1 . Let
f
Hj.k =  Jc  ^ d n ( z ) ,  j , k  =  0 , 1 , 2 .........
Then as dfi has all moments finite, n}k  converges for all j ,  k. Now consider
:_____ _______the following determinant
Mo,o • • •
B  = :*
.••
*r i I**
• • •
and let P (s) — B.
Then />(*) ia a polynomial of degree <  n. Also then, 
Jc  P (t)tid ti(» )  =  yc  Bz’ dn(t)
1*0,0 • • • M » , 0
•••
• • • P n j .
=  det(Ay), 0  <  j  <  n 
=  0  if 0  <  j  < n -  1
by the well known result of determinants. Thus taking finite linear combi- 
nations we obtain,
(1.1) = 0JIj
for every xn_x of degree <  n -  1 .
Next
f  P (x )xKdn(z) =  det(An) =  D nJ L
say. We must show that D n >  0 for each n > 1. To this end, we must show 
that A  is positive definite. So let
* =  (ao , . . . , a n) r € C " + 1\(0 , . . . , 0 )n+l\
be given, then
zt A ,ka> =  L  £J^
as aupp(dn) is infinite. Thus if A is an eigenvalue of 4^n with eigenvector
t  £  (0 , . . . ,  0 ) r  then,
0 < JTAns =  I T(A*) AI t m »  A £  l“ yl3-
This implies that A > 0  so that i?n =  det(An) =  [ ]  eigenvalues >  0 , n > 1 . 
Now P(z)  =  *"Z>n_|+ lower powers =  Dn_ l (*n +  S (*)) where degree 5  < 
n — 1 , D n_ , >  0 . Thus we must have degree P  =  n and (1 .1 ) becomes
(1.2)
S r *degree P  =  n, degree xn_ j  <  n -  1 . Now let
^n(*) =  ^ (* ) ( ^ n - , ) " 1/a
6
a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient
1 /2
Now by (1.2)
(1*3) ' p M * n_ x(r)dn(*) =  0
degree * n_ j  <  n — 1. Also
Jc
~ LJC, DnD n_ x 
=  ( ^ I > n - i ) " 1 / c  P [* )D n- X[z* H-5(*)jdM(*)
=  D nD ~l =  1n  n
by (1.3). Thus
!%> f  v M V m W M * )  =  «mn-
Finally we show uniqueness. Let S be another polynomial of degree n,
r
S (*) =  *»*" +  ‘ ’ . *n >  0’ Jc  S(z)S{zjd».(z) =  1
and
(1.4) S (* )* n_,(^y<M *) =--0 .
We show that <pH{z) =  5 (* ). Let T(z) =  V3n(*)~ 1 i»fa »)- 1S(*)  ^polynomial
■  | B  S  S  S  H «of degree <  n — 1 . Then.
» <  / j n * ) | V w
=  j c  ( v ? n ( * )  -  7 n ( « » ) ‘ 1S ( * ) ) 7 ' R d / l ( * )  =  0
by (1.3) and (1.4). As supp(dp) is infinite, T  =  0. Thus
.
But
i f  M ' d u M  =  ( l n(6n)~ 1)* f  |5|% (a) =  K ( « J -1 ) 3. J c Jc
Thus nfn =  for all n and thus <p(t) =  5 (*).
Definition 1.3. Throughout this chapter, let dp, denote a finite positive
, vBorel measure on r with «upp(dp) infinite. Such a dn will be represented by 
a non decreasing function p  on [0,2*]. Also for such dp, the corresponding
orthonormal polynomials will be
*>»(*) = '7n *n +  ” -. 7» > °
with , < v 3 r . 1 1 . ' . !■ V
I  r n M V m W M * )  =  ^m«i * =  «"•£n j 0
Remarks;
(a) By the Radon-Nikodym theorem we will often write
dp{x) =  p'(x)dx  +  dp,(x). . .
where p' is the absolutely continuous part o f dp. and dpt the singular
part o f dp consisting of a pure jump function and a singularly continuous
part.
(b) For the sake of clarity, dp. is a singular Boi«s! measure with respect to
“meas" if there exists a Borel set E  with meaa (^?) — 0  such that
P . ( E ' ) = f  dp. =  0. Je•
8
'Equivalently, the Radon- Nikodyu/ derivative
=  0  a.e.(meas).d meas
(c) If n is absolutely continuous, dfi(x) =  n'(x)dx  and y!  will be called a 
weight function and often will be denoted by w(0) or f [$).
Definition 1.4
For each we associate the monic orthogonal polynomial defined by
- i .
Also we define
<p*n{z) = * V n ( ( i ) - ‘ ) 
where ip* is the reciprocal polynomial of <pn and * is called the star transform.
Remarks:
Notice that we have
(1.6) * . W* ; (* )
< i ,  w  < i ,  
=  i» 1*1 =  i» 
1 U  i .  1*1 >  i ;
T T n = < (0 ) = ^ .
Lemma 1.5
© The following relations hold for ‘p n and 4 n:
( 1 . 8 )  * „ ( * )  =  J 2 a k<pk(z)  ifT ak =  f  x n{z)<pk{z)dn{6)
*--=o 2n J°
k =  0 , . . . ,  n, for all * n of degree n.
W U A * )  =  V n t f U l M  +
i><us5
where an =  - * n+1(0 ),
r J?-P r .+ l(* )  =  '¥>„(*) -  «„<<(*}• 'n+ 1  H I
Proof:
To prove (1.8) multiply both tides by ^  for each A, integrate with respect 
to dfi(O) and use orthonormality to get the ak, k =  0 , . . .  ,n . We now prove
(1.9): We write
n—1in 1 »i at #"(1.13)
■
y-o
Now multiply both sides of (1.13) by <Pk(*)* set z — e’ ® and integrate to 
obtain for k =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,n  — 1
■3»
(1.14)
A i
Set
7* “ S
*2ff
7‘  =  ^ /  t  =  0 , l , 2 .........2 *  /o
Then by crthonormality (1.14) becomes ’ =  —% ,/* so that (1.13) becomes
= « "  -  .* -■  t  ‘ M l )  n j = 0
which implies that 
(1.16) S t t i M  _  « « M » ' .  _ /  „ • ( ,T W l 1 .
for all s. Sei z =  0  then
1
and substituting back into (1-16) proves (1.0). To prove ( 1 .1 0 ) replace z by
j  in (1.0) and take the star transform. To prove (1.11) use the definition of 
* n, an and (i.O), (1.12) follows immediately from (1.0).
Lemma 1.6
(1.18)
> i rS f _____
~  =  ±  Jo ' “ - " - " • e J P ’ j M I ) ;
'Tfn+l l^n+itO)] , n — 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  ;
(1.10)
Let
'in+ 1 =  1 -  |o*| , |aj <  1 .
min«,_ i d**rc. <«-
• 2*
J °
be the nth Christoffel function for dp. Then
k - . W I
Jo
To prove (1.17),
‘
. ± r2 jt > 0 ”^ n+ 1 <p*+ i («‘ V m(*)
by orthonormality. To prove (1.18) we use (1.8). Multiply by * * 1 on both 
jsides, write z =  t  , and integrate to yield
~  / o” « - <<’ + , 1V n+.( '= " )-M ‘ ) =  ^  J * ’ *-
Use now the definition of /* , (1.15) and (1.17) to deduce
J f e .  =  i ± i  +  l (o)7 ”  =  i ± i  -  l ^ f l 0 !Ja
%.+ ! 'Tn + Tfn %»%,+!
which implies the result. To prove (1.19) use the definition of an and (1.18). 
We remark that we will show in Lemma ( 1 .8 ) that <pn(z) has all its zeros in 
|#| < 1 , thus we may write
__
(Pn+l(*) =  l l ( *  ”  *i) 
i
where zf  are the aeroe of <pn with |*; | <  I, that is |v?„+t(0 )| <  1 , that is, 
|aj <  1 . To prov* (1 .2 0 ) we write
7 = 0 %
by (1.8). Then,
j -  0 =  £  Cj V ,C kVk(*)- y.*-o
12
1  t ' i W  n  1  f 7 r  n
-  Jq \ w )  -  2 ~ Jo E
(1.22)
,0  y ^ o  
i 1
3 - 0 i~i)
with minimum at
Also, we can write
t \ 1 / \ * » (* ) =  r~ ^ n (* ) 'in
n-J. 
Ai*jO
so that
n - 1
E  ° W * )j —Q s f e V / j  ( x > , w iV " °  /  v > -°
1/2
’
/  i r 3" ,  \ * / » / * - »  \ 1 /3
<>•«> - ( £ / # k - , w | V w )  E h w i M
\ / « 0  /
using (1.2*2) and the Cauchy Schwarst inequality.
Thus (1.23) implies that
‘ 1 H
with minitjum at
' . - . c l = /erO
13

» —1
k~0
and thus K n is a polynomial o f degree <  n -  1 ;
i  i t 1'(1.20) A„(«) =  - g j j j y  ' „ - . ( * )  -  ^  Ja J O m K - . M - W O -
I i
U p u a c u b ? - s a w
(1.27) i* „ ( { ,* )|  <  2|{ ~  « r ‘ |*>.({)ll»>.(*)|. 1*1 =  Ifl =  1,
(1.28)
( * »  (* .* ) )"*■
min»«-1 o f  d « ( r e «  < n - * » / .  U . - . w l  l ' ’
Proof By Lemma 1 .6 ,
(1.29)
where the minimum is attained at
I S f
**(*) = J“ 0
« ( » ) = * 4 4
is a polynomial of degree <  n with 5(0) =  1 . Thus,
T{*) = «"s|(ip]
is a moric polynomial of degree n and for \z\ ■■= 1 ,
|rW| = |5((f)-»)| = |5(,)| =
15
*»(* )
*n(0 )
Next wc proceed to prove (1.25). We observe that K n( ( ,g )  is a polynomial
. . .  _ __________________ __
Now let »r„_i(*) be an arbitrary polynomial of degree n — 1 in *. Write
Then we have,
r 7 *
'0A : /  ~
i  A  _  ^  i  1
** Jo Jo
=  0
by orthonormality. Therefore,
(1.31) « ] («  -  <)».-,(»)<*»•(*) =  0 -
Also, using the definition of xn_ j(z )  and (1.31) we have 
•a*
'o
( 1 . 3 2 )  = » , - i ( 0 ^  /  * « ( £ . * ) < W )  * :  « ? ( f l » * - i ( f l .** Jo
Now let =  >^w, 0 < v < n  — l i n  (1.32). Then
. ____
B '  =  i i  Jo K 'M ' =
This implies that
1 33 ^ ( 0 1 01
Also as / f n(^ ,z) =  # „ (* ,  ( )  we have
( 1 .3 4 ) K n( ( , z )  =  k j *7(y =»?(*)
w— 1
«-i
y-o
By (1.28) and (1.29) 17( f )  =  ;;(*) for all * and £ which implies that rjuconstant C  day. Therefore
H - l
/ = 0
Now put £ =  0, use the definition of K „ [£ tz) and (1.24) to get C — 1 . Thus 
(1.25) is proved. (1.27) follows from Lemma 1 .8 . Next, writing *■„„!(*) =  
E " - o  W  (*), ci =  &  f t *  r — iitH v tfR M th  0 <  J < n -  1 by (1.8). We
*»-» « />2ir _____
-» (* )  =  £  5 7  /  »«-i(0iPyl0<P/(*)4M (0-_n *" -»0
which implies
Now (1.28) follows from the definition of K n and Lemma 1 .6  respectively.
Lemma 18
Let * y ,  1 <  j  <  n be the zeros of 'Pn{*) then
(1.35) €  { * :  |*| <  1 }  for all 1 <  j  <  n.
A bo, let » n(*) be any arbitrary polynomial of degree <  n. Then
(1.36) 1 [ 2* r. (*) 1 f 2w
Proof: We first prove (1.35). By Lemma 1.7
i r t w l *  =  ( 1  -  W )  E h w r + k . w r  s  l*>oWl’ ( i  
/ - 0
(1.37) - 1 J (1 -| «| )(1  +  |*|).
-  I«IJ)
Now if <p* has zeros in |z| < 1 we obtain a contradiction to (1.37). Also if
has zeros in |s| =  1 , say at z =  e , then
* tmi§\
ds [fin(««*')]<*• ® 0 ( 1  -  r), 0  <  r <
This implie
YPl (re '* | 3 =  0 ( 1  -  r )J
which contradicts (1.37) again. So has all its teros in |z| >  1 and thus
<pn has all its zeros in |s| <  1. We now turn to the proof o f (1.36). We first
g . ' X  "  . ' „  •show
(a)
Jo |ie„(«)|J Jo
By (1.35), since ¥>£(*) has no zeros in |*| <  1 we may a] 
integral formula to obtain for every * n_ ,
pply Cauchy’s
1 . r  - d l  = — J
2" Jo |p„(*)| * » * /  P ,W*
so that in the special case of nH =  <pn (a) is satisSed. Now notice that 
any icn can be written as x n =  av?n +  xn_ , using (1.8). So (a) is proved.
(b) Naxt let
M« ( 0  =
With this notation (a) becomes
dO
• 2»
**(*)*>.»(*) [<*/*»(#) -  dn{8)} =  0
and taking conjugates on both sides we get 
>2*
*»(*)*>*(*) (*)-<*/*(*)] =  0 -
19
I
So substituting jt* for -xn we obtain
I  ff " ( * ) < ( * )  [^M nW -M 0)} = °Jo Jo
whence we obtain for v — n and for arbitrary polynomials jt,. , of 
degree v,
w T *
(1.38) ^  [*11\»)<pv{m) +  S 2) (* )p :(* )]  [dnn{9) -  «  0.
Now we reci
■ u
(1.39)
the proof of (1.24) that we derived
* ' ■ ■ ■ ■  
% < ( * )  -V ?n(0 )^ n W  *  I n - l V n -A * )
and the star transform
(1.40) W n i * )  -  <Pn(0 )<^(*) =  (*)•
So we see that if (1.38) is valid for a value »; then by (1.39) and (1.40) it 
is valid for v — 1, so proceeding thus we (see that (1.38) is valid for every 
non negative integer v <  n. Now by putting ir 1^* =  1 , i r ^  =  0 in (1.38) 
we see that (1.36) is valH for r v =  £>„, v =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  n. The general case 
by expressing linearly the arbitrary wn by the <pv.
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